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I am very grateful for the invitation to be here, from Dr. Laibow, and for the great work she has done,
both in setting up this conference and working for health and freedom for people everywhere, lately
while also caring for her dear husband, who has been in a life-threatening health crisis that he is coming
through, because of her protection against the negative aspects of our modern health care system.
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I’m grateful for this chance to talk to you over the electronic media, since I could not be with you in
person this time. But on a deeper level, distance is not real, so I am with you in spirit, and I feel I am
there in the room with you now. You are all visionaries, and the world
needs you. The survival of humanity, and of the whole biosphere is in
serious question right now. This conference is not just to have some
fun, trading academic ideas and impressive talks, sounding like we
know a lot. It is to support and encourage each other to help save life
on this planet from extinction, to reverse and heal the genomicide that
is close to putting an end to any chance our future generations have to
live their lives on Earth. All our children, and their children to follow,
are looking to you for their chance to live. You are the heroes in this
action/adventure/romantic drama we are living. Make the ending of
this movie the best it can possibly be, way beyond everyone’s expectations. This can still turn out well
beyond imagination. It’s entirely in your hands, and I mean you personally.

I would like to request your prayers and love to go to Dr. Laibow’s husband, General Bert Stubblebine,
president of the Natural Solutions Foundation, for a speedy recovery. He is an incredible hero in the
fight for health freedom worldwide.
I have been to India twice, and have great appreciation for India’s incredible spiritual history and the
great teachers who incarnated there. And what they taught is really the subject of this paper, it is
globally relevant. Because, having direct perception and using it, which is what would redeem science,
is inextricably bound to knowing yourself, and what is inside you.
So when you think of Kabir, Nanak, Rumi, Krishna, Yogananda, Anadamayi Ma, and such a long list of
other great spiritual teachers back throughout history, do you immediately want to ask the burning
question: what were their degrees, from which Universities, and what peer-reviewed journals did they
publish articles in? Conventional credentials were not the source of their universal impact, getting their
message out to those who needed it, and raising the planetary energy so that we would have the basic
foundations available to re-connect to the wisdom inside each of us. They were not scientifically
ignorant of the realities that our disciplines claim to seek. Quite the opposite, in spite of the lack of
arrogance so striking in the case of any real teacher. They showed us pathways to achieve direct
knowledge. And there is a deep connection between real spiritual knowledge, and all the other types of
knowledge of this world. If we can understand and live that connection on the deepest level, our power
to heal our own lives, and to heal our world, to apply what we know with the best results, will become
unlimited.
But what does that mean? What is spiritual knowledge? Is it limited, does it need science to fill in the
gaps in what it can know?
Religions are organized teachings that have systems built around them to keep them going, to get more
members, to perpetuate the beliefs they teach.
Spiritual knowledge is different. It can only be experienced directly, not by memorization of
beliefs or carrying out prescribed actions, with the attention scattered and running elsewhere. It
is found in the vast internal world that exists inside every one of us. It has no labels, and it is not
encompassed by words. The greatest spiritual teachers reminded us that the incredible beauty,
knowledge and healing power they found and became, the Source they came from, is also within
us. Their work has been and is, to reconnect us to that, inside, so we can live it from that point on,
here and hereafter. They gave us ways to experience that all knowledge, ALL knowledge, comes
from inside. We are all on the way, at some point of the journey, toward learning that, living it,
becoming it.
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The modern history of science is one of total commitment to the truth of theories, that keep getting
proven to be wrong. Each time, they are replaced by new ones that are again presented as the final
answers to various questions, often with disdain for versions of truth that came before. There is plenty
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So if all knowledge comes from inside, and accessing it requires inner connection to the foundational
essence of this three dimensional projected hologram we call the “real world,” what is the function of
what is called “science?”

of arrogance, but no real credibility, except the credibility by fiat that the scientific establishment of any
given time simply demands, often with disastrous results, especially in modern times.
Deeper levels of spiritual insight and experience explain that the frequency we live on in this
environment, and perceive with these senses, interpreting with our brains, is really a projection of our
own consciousness, after stepping down many levels from its origin. On every one of those steps down
in energy, there are laws of nature that determine what kind of experience happens on that level. Here in
the three dimensional world, those laws have been known since before recorded history as the laws of
nature. If we learn them, we can regain and maintain our health, experience high levels of energy and
clear perception, and we can awaken abilities and realizations that were once normal to us, but are now
long forgotten. So this reconnection to what is inside ourselves, our real state of existence, is a high
priority if we want to really take full advantage of our time here. But where does “science” fit into this
re-connection process?
Real science, minus the arrogance of those that have made it into a business, or a means of deciding
which people are allowed participation in certain exclusive groups and clubs, is not mysterious. It
begins with observation. For most meaningful results, that observation needs to be both outside and
inside of ourselves. This is because there is no such thing as complete objectivity in our observations or
how we interpret them. As long as we are observing through our senses, and interpreting the data
through our mental and emotional makeup, we remain subjective, so when we are observing the outside
world, we are actually also getting back information relating to our own consciousness. Quantum
physics has touched on this with the realization that the expectations of the experimenter affect the
outcome of the experiment.
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So real science is an attempt to come to the same realization of truth, that practitioners of any other
spiritual discipline are looking for. It usually begins with some kind of observation of external events
and phenomena. We look for patterns in what we observe. Then we consider what might explain those
patterns. The possible explanations are hypotheses. We design experiments to test whether these
hypotheses can accurately predict outcomes in various situations so that we can understand more of
what we are observing. If the outcomes show the predictions were right and the hypotheses hold up,
then we may have a theory, and we can find ways to test it further in experiments that are more real life
situations rather than single variable studies. What do we end up with, if our observations and
experimental designs were done well? Some degree of approach, to what great spiritual teachers of all
times have called the “Laws of Nature.” We can get to them either way, by deep perception of the
patterns in what we observe in the world, or by deep perception of the inner sources of these reflected
phenomena, in our own consciousness. They have to eventually lead to the same place, because
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This is not just an obstacle, it is an opportunity. Because we can deepen our perception and
understanding of the outside world by cleaning the lens we are seeing it through, which is our own
consciousness. We can begin to do this by bringing our physical body and health back into harmony by
the use of natural law, and as we do the same with our emotional, mental and spiritual aspects, our
perception automatically clears and deepens at the same time, increasing our ability to use a faculty I
will call “direct perception.” We’ll talk about it more later. It is not an antagonist to science, but its
counterpart, a check, and an ally.

whatever is true does not depend on our beliefs, or the manner in which we search for it, and in a true
hologram, any piece contains all the elements of the whole.
If we search for these truths by reconnecting to direct knowing inside ourselves, that is the spiritual
route, we find that all the laws of nature are based on harmony and Love. We find that all people, in fact
all beings and everything that is, come from the same Source, which means we are all intimately
connected to each other and to all life everywhere. How we treat others is what comes back to us
multiplied, which is a timeless law of nature, sometimes called “karma,” or “reaping what you sow,” or
“cause and effect,” or many other names, but its operation controls what happens on Earth, and in life.
Once we understand this law, we can no longer be dishonest, we cannot harm others, and in the end, we
cannot even send out any thoughts toward others except wishing them well, even those who are playing
the roles of our enemies. We may have to defend ourselves or others against what they do, but we do
not take pleasure in the thought of harm for anyone. Instead we wish for them to awaken, for them to
change course, break free of their own negative programming, to cease being enemies. And this can
happen.
So all of this is on the spiritual side, what does it have to do with science? To answer that, we have to
look at how science is being used in the world today. There are great scientists, whose work is to serve
humanity, and they are as inspirational as the great ones of ancient times. But at the same time, there are
other scientists that make their living by deception and justifying the actions of government agencies
and corporations, that threaten to end life on our planet.
Humanity, and in fact the entire biosphere, is hanging by a thread, on the edge of annihilation, and most
of the public is unaware of the peril they are in. Corrupt scientists are a big part of the problem. Not the
originators of it, but without their cooperation, the situation today would not be so dire. Responsibility
is also shared by those scientists who are sincere, but have been educated to believe in dangerous lies, by
the system that gave them their credentials. Neither one of these two groups would be able to serve the
masters that now control them, unless the spiritual side of their awareness was completely dormant,
which is unfortunately the case now. Finding a way to reverse that situation would mean science could
help us heal the world, instead of playing a major role in its destruction.
How are corrupt and ignorant scientists working toward the world’s destruction? There are so many
examples, we could spend days just listing them. But consider a few of the important ones.
Scientists within the USDA and global corporations are certifying that GMO’s (genetically modified
organisms) are safe for people, animals and the environment, and that they will help end world hunger.
Scientists within the nuclear power industry and in government agencies are saying that nuclear power is
safe and more nuclear power plants should be constructed.
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Scientists working for government agencies in the U.S. and other countries, that promote injecting
fluoride into public water supplies, are saying that fluoride is safe and good for teeth, in spite of its
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Agricultural scientists all over the world are promoting chemical fertilizers and pesticides as good for
feeding the world.

toxicity, the fact that it lowers IQ, causes many serious health problems and has never helped increase
dental health in any country.
Scientists in government agencies and working for drug companies are saying drugs are actually good
for health, vaccines prevent communicable disease, that diet and fasting have no bearing on preventing
or curing cancer or other degenerative diseases, and that the idea real health information is violently
suppressed is without merit. Just a “conspiracy theory.”
Meteorological scientists are saying that geoengineering does not exist, even while there are now actual
programs in geoengineering as a career path in universities around the world. As geoengineering rapidly
poisons the air, water and soil of the planet, scientists appear regularly on television to point out that it is
not occurring, but might be tried some day in the future, to save the world from global warming. This in
spite of the fact that geoengineering is now disrupting global climate on a massive scale with potentially
catastrophic consequences. Other scientists are working in University research programs to create GMO
trees to replace the forests they expect to be destroyed by geoengineering (which is now underway).
Scientists working to develop new technology using wi-fi and devices that emit microwave radiation,
say there is no danger to humans from such emanations, and put out scientific reports encouraging
proliferation of cell towers and universal access to sources of microwaves that will dramatically increase
incidence of cancer, infertility and many potentially fatal human diseases.
Scientists working in the food industry tell us that highly processed and refined foods are actually
nutritious, promote health and should be used by everyone.
Health scientists tell us that sunlight is dangerous and should be avoided. We should use chemical
sunscreens that themselves contain carcinogens as ingredients, for protection from the Sun.
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Real science requires an attitude of complete open mindedness to think outside the conventional boxes,
along with a skepticism that wants to see everything that seems promising be subjected to honest testing.
Science education today is full of so many pre-suppositions that are simply assumed to be true, that to a
large extent, it ends up being a course of indoctrination instead of training to really learn and explore.
For example, in medicine, it is assumed that the germ theory of Pasteur (and/or Bechamp) is
unquestionably true, even though both of these men said it was a mistake before they died. They said
“the germ is nothing, the terrain is everything.” Understanding what that means is another lecture, but
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Now what is the common thread in all these authoritative bits of advice? Well for a start they are all
incorrect. They either come from “scientists” that are incredibly ignorant, or who for some reason want
to harm or kill the public. My experience personally is that most scientists, like the rest of us, are
basically good people who want to serve humanity, not kill us. They are just brainwashed by “higher
education” into paradigms of thought that allow them to believe nonsense. This is totally different for
those at the top of the power structure, who actually intend to do harm. But most of the rest of us do not
possess murderous intent. The other alternative seems very unlikely. How could highly educated
scientists be doing what they are doing, out of ignorance? Again, their higher education is usually the
source of their programmed blindness.

its implications are vast. They were not saying that microorganisms do not exist, or that they have no
harmful effects, only that they are generally not the primary cause of what they are usually blamed for.
Vaccine theory is another assumed truth, sometimes called “the greatest discovery of medicine in the
last 200 years.” Well from a profit point of view, that may be accurate. Why do you think anyone who
questions that theory today is immediately under attack from the vaccine company “scientists” and their
academic, government and industry allies? Because they just care about you so much? Are you that
naïve?
GMO’s are assumed to be a great advance in modern agriculture, capable of saving millions from
starvation. What happens if you seriously question that assumption? What happened with the Serelini
study, that showed the rats got massive tumors from GMO feed, and others that showed total sterility in
hamsters after 3 generations of eating GMO’s? Why are GMO’s still flooding the world, with the full
support of most governments, again including USDA? Why is the Russian government so demonized
today? Understand the answers to these questions and how they relate to each other. That kind of
fearless investigation is real science.
Petroleum-based energy sources and propulsion are assumed to be necessary in today’s world. Are
they? What happened to the people that invented the 200 mpg carburetors, and what happened to their
inventions, where are they now? Did you ever think about it with an open mind, or did you assume
those things never really existed? What happened to Stanley Meyer, who demonstrated driving his
vehicle thousands of miles in the US on a small amount of water, to make on-demand hydrogen? Did
you ever even think about it? What do you think a scientist is? Someone who just believes whatever is
said by “authorities” on TV, or in government agencies, and that only what is in the journals is real
science? Are you planning to wake up anytime soon, or are you too afraid of what you might find? The
fate of the world may depend on it.
In addition to our system of indoctrination, we have this system of specialization that is rampant today in
our education. Choose a tiny focus for your investigation, build on what is “known” (that is, what you
are told to believe), and leave the larger context of your work to other experts in their respective fields.
What is the result of this paradigm of investigation and thought? Highly trained specialists, whose
knowledge is based on a myriad of assumptions they never even questioned, and whose field of
expertise is so narrow and so out of touch with the larger context in real life, that they can be easily used
by the power structure for the implementation of highly destructive projects, not even knowing that they
are accomplices to genocide in any of the industries like those mentioned above. Only with contextual
knowledge can a scientist really understand where to use his or her work for the true benefit of
humanity.
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That work is unfortunately already very far advanced. But we always have the choice to change course
as we become more aware of what we are doing and where we want to go. Because of their power to
affect the rest of humanity, scientists have a responsibility. Remember the quote from the movie
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If science continues on this track, untrue to its noble original intent, it will end up helping to
complete the destruction of humanity and the whole biosphere on this planet.

Spiderman – “with great power comes great responsibility.” With most of humanity subject to the
developments that science achieves, that applies directly to us.
How can you actually take responsibility personally, so that whatever you participate in will not become
a bane to life on Earth? Here is where Science and Spirituality must come together. I am not talking
about religion here, but about inner exploration of self and where it comes from.
At some point, we have to get back our long lost natural faculty of direct perception. Let me give you
an example. In America, in our Declaration of Independence, there is a phrase that our Founders used:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident.” Wait a minute, isn’t that anti-science? Superstitious?
Anecdotal? Unfounded? No, it is deep and profound. Without the insight that realized it, the American
experiment in freedom, that once inspired the world and drew millions to risk their lives to come be a
part of it, could never have happened. The deepest truths may be suggested or hinted at, by the results
of science. But their complete perception by human beings, depends always on the awakened faculty of
direct perception, made possible because of who we really are, and where we came from.
What are the some of the things that we must perceive directly, by reconnecting to our Source
inside of ourselves? Some of them are things that have been known for thousands of years and
more to wise men and women in ancient indigenous tribes, to Saints and Sages of all ages, and to
the level of you and me, that we must re-connect to. All life is Sacred. The Source of all truth is
unlimited, unconditional Love, which is all-conscious, beyond time and space, existing everywhere.
We are here to learn our deeper lessons, and in the process, to serve and respect each other, AS
OURSELVES, or as our Source, in disguise. Why? Because that is the hidden being in the guise
of every form of life. Why have so many people been killed for saying this? Because it is true.
So if we are so intimately connected to each other, by virtue of all being originated from the same
conscious Source, and if we really want to help ourselves and grow, what do we have to do? Well of
course, we have to pour out everything we have, to love and serve each other. It doesn’t mean making
believe you are enamored of everyone, not in the least. Dishonesty does not lead to personal growth.
Instead, it means giving all you have to give, not ever because someone “deserves” it, but because you
don’t need a reason. Mete out justice to others, and you will receive it back multiplied, with the same
severity and more. It’s an inescapable natural law. But give out unconditional Love, even to those that
have not earned it but need it badly, and it will pour back on you in that instant and thereafter.
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Learn the laws of nature that were taught by those who knew, even long before our recorded history
began. The application and use of those laws worked then, to restore health of individual human beings
and harmony between people, and they work just as well now. They are tied to nature itself. You must
learn them from those who know, you will not find them in today’s journals. That should be obvious if
you look at the state of the world today.
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This understanding and course of action is not irrelevant to science. Without it, science will continue as
a tool to finish off life on our planet, and we’ll never even understand why. But with it, science can help
us step up to a whole new level of existence that is almost beyond imagination in this dark age.

But if you do learn them, you will know what actions are in harmony with the current of Life, and which
ones are not. You will not waste one minute helping to fine tune a deadly technology like nuclear power
or GMO’s or vaccines. You will see directly that these are not in harmony with life. Your creativity
will unlock secrets of clean, free energy from the zero point reservoir, that have been repeatedly
discovered by people of many ages, and are available now, but violently suppressed and hidden by our
governments, controlled by global corporate oversight that is 100% ruthless. But if humanity reclaims
its direct knowledge, this intimidation cannot stand.
You will see directly where real immunity comes from, as the body comes into harmony with the laws
of nature and health, and you will not fall for the fraudulent theory of vaccination, that has crippled and
killed countless victims worldwide, especially children, but has never prevented even one disease. If
you don’t understand the scientific flaws in the vaccination theory, talk to Rima Laibow, MD, the
founder of this conference. And there are others that know, but many who have tried to tell the world
have been killed. Many great doctors have died this way. In the US, over 60 in recent years, for daring
to tell even a small piece of the truth. If humanity is to survive, we must overcome this intimidation and
suppression of truth by huge corporations and governments, which have become one and the same.
With direct perception, you will know that chemical fertilizers are the primary element leading to the
apparent need for pesticides and the unconscionable poisoning of our planet, to the point where these
poisons are in mothers’ milk worldwide, and even DDT is simply manufactured under another name,
with insignificant changes in formula to get government approval. You will know that real agriculture
done right, soil remineralized with raw rock dusts and covered with organic mulches that feed the
microlife in the soil, can feed the world not only in abundant quantity, but with a quality of food that is
superfood, supernutrition, compared to what we eat now. The effects on our minds and bodies will be
revolutionary, and new visions and understandings will appear. Don’t you think that would affect the
course of scientific investigation?
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By direct perception, humanity will know that the spraying of toxic metals into the atmosphere,
combined with horrific additional ingredients as is happening now, can never be justified for any reason,
like global warming or climate change, which are currently being used to scare humanity into consenting
to its own destruction. You will understand the ice age cycles, the natural rhythms of real climate
change, and you will know there are options open to us, like soil remineralization using raw rock
powders, that can beneficially affect the balance of atmospheric gases by removing the bottleneck to
plant absorption of CO2, to help stabilize and optimize weather, and this is only the beginning.
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By direct perception, you will know that the body is electrical in nature, and is harmed by unfriendly
forms of radiation that do not harmonize with the body’s own electrical currents. Microwave-emitting
technologies of all kinds will be quickly replaced with far more advanced and health-enhancing
innovations. Cell towers will be decommissioned, cell phones using current frequencies will be melted
down and recycled into alternatives that are actually good for us on all levels. Some of you will invent
them. Along the way, it is your brilliant minds that will help create an enhanced internet that is immune
from government and global corporate surveillance, and privacy in communications will return.

By direct perception, humanity will come to know that life force itself is the primary nutrient for man,
and the reason we eat physical food. Processed, dead, chemicalized concoctions will no longer be eaten
(or produced) as food, and many diseases will disappear, something a thousand years of “research” in
the current paradigm of thought could never accomplish.
The list is much longer, we cannot cover it here, but you get the idea.
Without direct perception, science becomes what it largely is today, a weapon of those with malice
toward man, a twisted but focused desire to destroy normal life and all that is beautiful. These are
the people who currently control the direction our world is going. But that can change if we care
enough to wake up and help it to happen. Not out of hatred of what is bad, but of love of ultimate
beauty and harmony. The latter is where the power lies, to reclaim life.
Working in tandem with direct perception, real science is a great blessing to humanity, and lets us
use the intellect under supervision of higher awareness, to unlock a quality and level of life on
Earth not present in modern memory.
Right at this moment, the survival of humanity and the entire biosphere is in serious doubt, in so many
ways. In my experience, we are permanent beings, and will never really be destroyed, so in the long
run, we will be OK. But if we all stay on the sidelines, lost in our little specialized fields, things could
get very rough in the near term. I am still attached to making things better right here in the immediate
present, and in the near future. I know in great detail the agenda and plans of our current rulers, in
America and worldwide, not what the public is told. There are babies being born today, who deserve a
beautiful and healthy world to live in. So do those who will come after them. And so do we.
If we don’t change our level of awareness, especially deeper self-awareness, we can work for
humanitarian causes with all our might, and our success will be limited. The quality of our personal
lives will also be limited. I want more for us. If our rulers are determined to bring us Hell on Earth, and
that appears to be the case, then an appropriate response on our side would seem to be, we must create
the opposite.
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For now, let it be known that science is our boon or bane, depending on whether we are willing to trade
in our learned arrogance and tunnel vision, for the open-hearted and welcoming wonder of discovery, far
beyond the boxes of our training. It is too late in the game to get there the slow way, the conventional
route. We either make a quantum leap and let the forgotten ability of direct perception come back to us,
or we will be choosing by default a path that will be less desirable. For the sake of the children to come,
those that have just arrived in our world, and for yourselves, please choose option one.
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Heaven on Earth is actually possible, and awakened science, subservient to direct perception by
awake and self-aware beings (that means us), can be a great help in bringing it into manifestation.
Anything we can imagine, is possible. There are reasons for that related to the fact that at another
level what we call solid reality is actually a holographic projection of our own consciousness. But
that too, is another story for some other time.

Thank you for your great kindness and care for humanity, in being a part of this conference.
Thank you to Dr. Rima E. Laibow and Natural Solutions Foundation for organizing it and
allowing me to take part. I wish each one of you the complete achievement and attainment of all
that you love and desire. It is an honor to have met you.
Please feel free to send any comments or questions to: richard@globalleadersconsulting.com
Also you are personally invited to listen or participate in my Saturday morning radio program or hear
our Sunday night show with world class guests. All details about the shows are available at
www.lostartsradio.com. Thank you for caring about the future of our world, I appreciate you.
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